(Acted for the claimants in an
application for permission to serve out in claim for misuse of private
information and in data protection against Google. In a landmark decision
Court of Appeal disapplied section 13(2) of the Data Protection Act 2013,
allowing claims for distress damages to be made without proof of loss. Court
also held that misuse of private information is a tort. Appeal against section
13(2) decision to be heard by the Supreme Court in October 2016)
(first case on service out of
the jurisdiction under section 9 of the Defamation Act 2013)
(Acted for defendant on a claim for an
injunction in the tort of intentional infliction of mental suffering preventing the
publication of a book. The Supreme Court discharged the injunction and
clarified the elements of the tort)

(permission to serve data
protection proceedings out of the jurisdiction granted, case subsequently
settled)
HERES WHAT THEY SAY

(Acted for the claimants in
these two privacy injunction cases, the only privacy injunctions granted
against media defendants in 2015)
(The first case on the meaning of
“serious harm” under section 1 of the Defamation Act 2013)
(permission to serve
data protection proceedings on Google in California, case subsequently
settled on eve of trial)
(application
concerning the test to be applied on an application for a Norwich Pharmacal
order in the phone hacking litigation)
(application for anonymity
orders in relation to British soldiers convicted of murdering a wounded
Afghan insurgent)
(Acted for
Amnesty International on claim concerning the legality of interception by the
security services under s.8(4) of RIPA)
(application for judicial
review of a decision by HMRC to provide information concerning the
claimants to the media, appeal to the Supreme Court pending)
(judicial
review of decision concerning the removal of a driving licence of a 78 year
old woman on the basis of undiagnosed “age related cognitive impairment”)
Director’s duties to delivery up documents, implied terms)

(Grand Chamber of European Court of Human Rights decision on
compatibility of restrictions on political advertising with Article 10 of
Convention)
(Leading case on
anonymity orders in civil cases)
(Privacy injunction case
dealing with the rights of children and other third parties)
(important case on
the relationship between qualified privilege and the duties of public
authorities under Article 8)
(freedom of information case in which Hugh acted for the
applicant who succeeded in obtaining full disclosure of MPs expenses)
(a leading case concerning reporting
restrictions relating to the children of defendants in criminal cases)
(the case
concerning the Prince of Wales travel journals)
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Lender Claims, with T Grant (Sweet & Maxwell, 2010)
Civil Actions Against the Police, with R Clayton (Sweet & Maxwell, 3rd
Edition, 2004)
The Law of Human Rights, with R Clayton, (Oxford University Press, 2nd
Edition, 2009)
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